Definitions
Best management practices (BMPs): Policies, practices, procedures, or
structures implemented to mitigate the adverse environmental effects on surface
water quality resulting from development. BMPs are categorized as structural or
non-structural.
Compensatory mitigation: The restoration (re-establishment or rehabilitation),
establishment (creation), enhancement, and/or in certain circumstances
preservation of aquatic resources for the purposes of offsetting unavoidable
adverse impacts which remain after all appropriate and practicable avoidance
and minimization has been achieved.
Currently serviceable: Useable as is or with some maintenance, but not so
Degraded as to essentially require reconstruction.
Direct effects: Effects that are caused by the activity and occur at the same
Time and place.
Discharge: The term ‘‘discharge’’ means any discharge of dredged or fill
material into waters of the United States.
Ecological reference: A model used to plan and design an aquatic habitat and
riparian area restoration, enhancement, or establishment activity under NWP 27.
An ecological reference may be based on the structure, functions, and dynamics
of an aquatic habitat type or a riparian area type that currently exists in the region
where the proposed NWP 27 activity is located. Alternatively, an ecological
reference may be based on a conceptual model for the aquatic habitat type or
riparian area type to be restored, enhanced, or established as a result of the
proposed NWP 27 activity. An ecological reference takes into account the range
of variation of the aquatic habitat type or riparian area type in the region.
Enhancement: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
Characteristics of an aquatic resource to heighten, intensify, or improve a specific
aquatic resource function(s). Enhancement results in the gain of selected aquatic
resource function(s), but may also lead to a decline in other aquatic resource
function(s). Enhancement does not result in a gain in aquatic resource area.
Ephemeral stream: An ephemeral stream has flowing water only during, and
for a short duration after, precipitation events in a typical year. Ephemeral stream
beds are located above the water table year-round. Groundwater is not a source of
water for the stream. Runoff from rainfall is the primary source of water for stream
flow.
Establishment (creation): The manipulation of the physical, chemical,
Or biological characteristics present to develop an aquatic resource that did not
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previously exist at an upland site. Establishment results in a gain in aquatic
resource area.
High Tide Line: The line of intersection of the land with the water’s surface at the
maximum height reached by a rising tide. The high tide line may be determined, in
the absence of actual data, by a line of oil or scum along shore objects, a more or
less continuous deposit of fine shell or debris on the foreshore or berm, other
physical markings or characteristics, vegetation lines, tidal gages, or other suitable
means that delineate the general height reached by a rising tide. The line
encompasses spring high tides and other high tides that occur with periodic
frequency but does not include storm surges in which there is a departure from the
normal or predicted reach of the tide due to the piling up of water against a coast
by strong winds such as those accompanying a hurricane or other intense storm.
Historic Property: Any prehistoric or historic district, site (including
archaeological site), building, structure, or other object included in, or eligible for
inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places maintained by the Secretary
of the Interior. This term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to
and located within such properties. The term includes properties of traditional
religious and cultural importance to an Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian organization
and that meet the National Register criteria (36 CFR part 60).
Independent utility: A test to determine what constitutes a single and
Complete non-linear project in the Corps Regulatory Program. A project is
considered to have independent utility if it would be constructed absent the
construction of other projects in the project area. Portions of a multi-phase project
that depend upon other phases of the project do not have independent utility.
Phases of a project that would be constructed even if the other phases were not
built can be considered as separate single and complete projects with independent
utility.
Indirect effects: Effects that are caused by the activity and are later in time or
Farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.
Intermittent stream: An intermittent stream has flowing water during certain
times of the year, when groundwater provides water for stream flow. During dry
periods, intermittent streams may not have flowing water. Runoff from rainfall is a
supplemental source of water for stream flow.
Loss of waters of the United States: Waters of the United States that are
permanently adversely affected by filling, flooding, excavation, or drainage
because of the regulated activity. Permanent adverse effects include permanent
discharges of dredged or fill material that change an aquatic area to dry land,
increase the bottom elevation of a waterbody, or change the use of a waterbody.
The acreage of loss of waters of the United States is a threshold measurement of
the impact to jurisdictional waters for determining whether a project may qualify for
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an NWP; it is not a net threshold that is calculated after considering compensatory
mitigation that may be used to offset losses of aquatic functions and services. The
loss of stream bed includes the acres or linear feet of stream bed that are filled or
excavated as a result of the regulated activity. Waters of the United States
temporarily filled, flooded, excavated, or drained, but restored to pre-construction
contours and elevations after construction, are not included in the measurement of
loss of waters of the United States. Impacts resulting from activities that do not
require Department of the Army authorization, such as activities eligible for
exemptions under section 404(f) of the Clean Water Act, are not considered when
calculating the loss of waters of the United States.
Navigable waters: Waters subject to section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
Of 1899. These waters are defined at 33 CFR part 329.
Non-tidal wetland: A non-tidal wetland is a wetland that is not subject
To the ebb and flow of tidal waters. Non- tidal wetlands contiguous to tidal
waters are located landward of the high tide line (i.e., spring high tide line).
Open water: For purposes of the NWPs, an open water is any area that in
A year with normal patterns of precipitation has water flowing or standing above
ground to the extent that an ordinary high water mark can be determined. Aquatic
vegetation within the area of flowing or standing water is either non-emergent,
sparse, or absent. Vegetated shallows are considered to be open waters.
Examples of ‘‘open waters’’ include rivers, streams, lakes, and ponds.
Ordinary High Water Mark: An ordinary high water mark is a line on
The shore established by the fluctuations of water and indicated by physical
characteristics, or by other appropriate means that consider the characteristics of
the surrounding areas.
Perennial stream: A perennial stream has flowing water year-round during a
typical year. The water table is located above the stream bed for most of the year.
Groundwater is the primary source of water for stream flow. Runoff from rainfall is
a supplemental source of water for stream flow.
Practicable: Available and capable of being done after taking into
Consideration cost, existing technology, and logistics in light of overall project
purposes.
Pre-construction notification: A request submitted by the project
Proponent to the Corps for confirmation that a particular activity is authorized by
nationwide permit. The request may
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Be a permit application, letter, or similar document that includes information about
the proposed work and its anticipated environmental effects. Pre- construction
notification may be required by the terms and conditions of a nationwide permit, or
by regional conditions. A pre-construction notification may be voluntarily submitted
in cases where pre- construction notification is not required and the project
proponent wants confirmation that the activity is authorized by nationwide permit.
Preservation: The removal of a threat to, or preventing the decline of, aquatic
Resources by an action in or near those aquatic resources. This term includes
activities commonly associated with the protection and maintenance of aquatic
resources through the implementation of appropriate legal and physical
mechanisms. Preservation does not result in a gain of aquatic resource area or
functions.
Protected tribal resources: Those natural resources and properties of
Traditional or customary religious or cultural importance, either on or off Indian
lands, retained by, or reserved by or for, Indian tribes through treaties, statutes,
judicial decisions, or executive orders, including tribal trust resources.
Re-establishment: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
Characteristics of a site with the goal of returning natural/historic functions to a
former aquatic resource. Re- establishment results in rebuilding a former aquatic
resource and results in a gain in aquatic resource area and functions.
Rehabilitation: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
Characteristics of a site with the goal of repairing natural/historic functions to a
degraded aquatic resource. Rehabilitation results in a gain in aquatic resource
function, but does not result in a gain in aquatic resource area.
Restoration: The manipulation of the physical, chemical, or biological
characteristics of a site with the goal of returning natural/historic functions to a
former or degraded aquatic resource. For the purpose of tracking net gains in
aquatic resource area, restoration is divided into two categories: Re- establishment
and rehabilitation.
Riffle and pool complex: Riffle and pool complexes are special aquatic sites
under the 404(b) (1) Guidelines. Riffle and pool complexes sometimes characterize
steep gradient sections of streams. Such stream sections are recognizable by their
hydraulic characteristics. The rapid movement of water over a course substrate in
riffles results in a rough flow, a turbulent surface, and high dissolved oxygen levels
in the water. Pools are deeper areas associated with riffles. A slower stream
velocity, a streaming flow, a smooth surface, and a finer substrate characterize
pools.
Riparian areas: Riparian areas are lands next to streams, lakes, and
Estuarine-marine shorelines. Riparian areas are transitional between terrestrial and
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aquatic ecosystems, through which surface and subsurface hydrology connects
riverine, lacustrine, estuarine, and marine waters with their adjacent wetlands,
non-wetland waters, or uplands. Riparian areas provide a variety of ecological
functions and services and help improve or maintain local water quality. (See
general condition 23.)
Shellfish seeding: The placement of shellfish seed and/or suitable substrate
To increase shellfish production. Shellfish seed consists of immature individual
shellfish or individual shellfish attached to shells or shell fragments (i.e., spat on
shell). Suitable substrate may consist of shellfish shells, shell fragments, or other
appropriate materials placed into waters for shellfish habitat.
Single and complete linear project: A linear project is a project constructed
for
The purpose of getting people, goods, or services from a point of origin to a
terminal point, which often involves multiple crossings of one or more waterbodies
at separate and distant locations. The term ‘‘single and complete project’’ is
defined as that portion of the total linear project proposed or accomplished by one
owner/developer or partnership or other association of owners/developers that
includes all crossings of a single water of the United States (i.e., a single
waterbody) at a specific location. For linear projects crossing a single or multiple
waterbodies several times at separate and distant locations, each crossing is
considered a single and complete project for purposes of NWP authorization.
However, individual channels in a braided stream or river, or individual arms of a
large, irregularly shaped wetland or lake, etc., are not separate waterbodies, and
crossings of such features cannot be considered separately.
Single a n d c o m p l e t e n o n -linear project: For non-linear projects, the term
‘‘single and complete project’’ is defined at 33 CFR 330.2(I) as the total project
proposed or accomplished by one owner/developer or partnership or other
association of owners/developers. A single and complete non-linear project must
have independent utility (see definition of ‘‘independent utility’’). Single and
complete non-linear projects may not be ‘‘piecemealed’’ to avoid the limits in an
NWP authorization.
Stormwater management: Stormwater management is the mechanism for
controlling stormwater runoff for the purposes of reducing downstream erosion,
water quality degradation, and flooding and mitigating the adverse effects of
changes in land use on the aquatic environment.
Stormwater management facilities: Stormwater management facilities are
those facilities, including but not limited to, stormwater retention and detention
ponds and best management practices, which retain water for a period of time to
control runoff and/or improve the quality (i.e., by reducing the concentration of
nutrients, sediments, hazardous substances and other pollutants) of stormwater
runoff.
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Stream bed: The substrate of the stream channel between the ordinary high
water marks. The substrate may be bedrock or inorganic particles that range in
size from clay to boulders. Wetlands contiguous to the stream bed, but outside of
the ordinary high water marks, are not considered part of the stream bed.
Stream c h a n n e l i z a t i o n : The manipulation of a stream’s course, condition,
capacity, or location that causes more than minimal interruption of normal stream
processes. A channelized stream remains a water of the United States.
Structure: An object that is arranged in a definite pattern of organization.
Examples of structures include, without limitation, any pier, boat dock, boat
ramp, wharf, dolphin, weir, boom, breakwater, bulkhead, revetment, riprap, jetty,
artificial island, artificial reef, permanent mooring structure, power transmission
line, permanently moored floating vessel, piling, aid to navigation, or any other
manmade obstacle or obstruction.
Tidal wetland: A tidal wetland is a jurisdictional wetland that is inundated by
tidal waters. Tidal waters rise and fall in a predictable and measurable rhythm
or cycle due to the gravitational pulls of the moon and sun. Tidal waters end
where the rise and fall of the water surface can no longer be practically
measured in a predictable rhythm due to masking by other waters, wind, or
other effects. Tidal wetlands are located channel ward of the high tide line.
Tribal lands: Any lands title to which is either: (1) Held in trust by the United
States for the benefit of any Indian tribe or individual; or (2) held by any Indian
tribe or individual subject to restrictions by the United States against alienation.
Tribal rights: Those rights legally accruing to a tribe or tribes by virtue of
inherent sovereign authority, unextinguished aboriginal title, treaty, statute,
judicial decisions, executive order or agreement, and that give rise to legally
enforceable remedies.
Vegetated shallows: Vegetated shallows are special aquatic sites under
The 404(b) (1) Guidelines. They are areas that are permanently inundated and
under normal circumstances have rooted aquatic vegetation, such as seagrasses
in marine and estuarine systems and a variety of vascular rooted plants in
freshwater systems.
Waterbody: For purposes of the NWPs, a waterbody is a jurisdictional
Water of the United States. If a wetland is adjacent to a waterbody determined to
be a water of the United States, that waterbody and any adjacent wetlands are
considered together as a single aquatic unit (see 33 CFR 328.4(c)(2)). Examples of
‘‘waterbodies’’ include streams, rivers, lakes, ponds, and wetlands.
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